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A new type of analytically solvable, one-dimensional model in quantum 
mechanics formally given by - d*/dxz + x,. z b, X(.X - ,;), 8,. J’, E iw is analyzed. 
Besides calculating the density of states of various periodic arrangements of such 
6’- (and 6-) models we also prove a generalization of the Saxon-Hutner conjecture 
concerning the existence of gaps in the energy spectrum of certain “substitutional 
alloys” of b- or 8’-interactions. In addition the spectrum of the corresponding 
random Hamiltonians (i.e., {b,},. z ergodic stochastic processes) is investigated and 
explicitly determined in certain cases. q 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTROIXJCTI~N 
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we present further results on a 
new analytically solvable model of point interactions in one-dimensional 
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quantum mechanics which has first been analyzed in Ref. [ 11 (see also Ref. 
[2]). Roughly speaking this model describes S’-interactions concentrated 
on a discrete subset of the real line. Second, we are particularly interested 
in the location of gaps in the energy spectrum of substitutional as well as 
random alloys consisting of 6- (resp. S’-) interactions. Our methods yield 
various generalizations of the Saxon-Hutner conjecture [3] (concerning 
binary substitutional alloys) for alloys consisting of d-interactions (i.e., 
Kronig-Penney-type models 141) as well as the corresponding results of 
the S/-model. 
Section 2 summarizes ome of the basic properties of 6- and S’-interac- 
tions in L*(R) and presents our main tool which consists in a reduction of 
both types of problems to a simple second-order difference operator in 
l’(Z). In Section 3 we first review the spectral properties of the Kronig- 
Penney model and its corresponding 6’-analog and then explicitly compute 
the density of states for systems with more general periodic structures. The 
rest of this section is devoted to generalizations of the Saxon and Hutner 
conjecture [3] for (deterministic) d-interactions. Simultaneously we 
establish all corresponding results for the 6’-model. Finally, in Section 4 we 
treat random 6- and 6’-interactions. Based on Refs. [5-7) and the results 
of the foregoing sections, we extend several known results on the spectra of 
random Kronig-Penney models and prove their analogs for random 
X-models. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF -A,,, AND Zp,y 
In this section we recall without proofs some of the results on -A,,y and 
ED,y needed in the sequel. For a complete treatment see Refs. Cl, 21. 
Let Y = { y, E lwljf Z > be a discrete subset of [w such that for some d> 0, 
inf Iy,-y/I zd>O, 
i.J‘E,Z 
yj, yf e Y, j, j’E Z. 
J f J' 
(2.1) 
To shorten the notation we also assume yj < yj+ , , jE Z. The Kronig- 
Penney Hamiltonian [4] -A,,, in L*(R) is then defined by 
-A,.Y = -d2/dx2, 
~(-A,,~)={~EH*~‘(~)~H~,*([W\Y)I~’(~, +)-g’(yj-) 
(2.2) 
=qg(y,),j~7), 
“={cQ}jsil, -co<mj~co, jEH. 
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Here P,‘(Q) denote corresponding Sobolev spaces. Using the techniques 
of Ref. [8] one proves that -A,,, is self-adjoint. Formally we have 
so that -A,, Y represents &interactions of strength CC, centered at J, E Y. 
,iE Z. Obviously SI = 0 yields the kinetic energy operator -A on H2.2( IR), 
whereas xi0 = CC for some j, E Z leads to a Dirichlet boundary condition at 
l;O (i.e., g(4;0 + ) = g( v,,, - ) = 0). Actually Eq. (2.3) can be justified using 
quadratic form methods [7, 9, lo]. The resolvent of --A,, Y and some of its 
domain properties are described in [ 1, 21. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let CC, E R\{O}, Jo Z. Then 
(i) 
(-4~k’) -‘=G/c+ 1 CL.,b’dl,;’ G(YY~~), .)Gk(. -I;), 
/,/‘EH 
k’~p(-A.,v), Imk>O, (2.4) 
where 
‘,.,(‘)=[-a,~‘6,j’-Gk(~,-~‘,,)l,,,tn, Imk>O (2.5 
is a closed operator in 12(Y) with 
[T,,,(k)] -‘~B(l~(Y)),k~~p(-d~,~), Imk>Olargeenough (2.6 
and 
Gk =(-A-k’))‘, G,(x - y) = (i/2k) eiklx !I, Imk>O (2.7) 
denotes the unperturbed resolvent. (Here p( .) denotes the resolvent set.) 
(ii) The domain g( - A,,.) consists of all elements $ of the type 
rc/(x) = h(x) + c CL.Wl,l ~J.Y,,) GAx - .v,L (2.8) 
i.J’EH 
where 4k E .C3( -A) = H2,2( R) and k2 E p( - A.,y), Im k > 0. The decom- 
position (2.8) is unique and with II/ E g( -A,. y) of this ,form we obtain 
(-AZ,,-k’)$=(-A-k’)&. (2.9) 
Finally let $ E g( - A,, y) and suppose that $ = 0 in an open set U c R. Then 
-A,,,$=0 in I/. 
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Now we turn to a discussion of the new model ED,v in L2(Iw). It is 
defined by [ I,23 
Efi, ,, = - d2/dx2, 
~(~~,r)={gEH2'2([W\Y)lg'(Yj+)=g'(Yj-), 
8(Yj+)-g(Yj-)=Bjg'(Yj),jEz}, 
(2.10) 
P= {Pj>je Z, --co <Sj 5 co, jEZ. 
Self-adjointness of ZP, r then follows from Ref. [S] as before. Formally we 
write 
Z,, = -d2/dx2 + C pj 8(x - y,) 
jcZ 
(2.11) 
to indicate that ZD,r represents &-interactions of strength pi centered at 
yj E Y, Jo Z. Clearly p = 0 leads to -A on H2,2( W) whereas fijO = co for 
some j, E Z leads to a Neumann boundary condition at yj,, (i.e., g’( yj,, + ) = 
g’(Yjo - I= O)* 
Remark 2.2. In the finite center case (i.e., only finitely many /3j # 0) the 
existence of this model has been pointed out in Ref. [ 111. To the best of 
our knowledge an analytic treatment of the model and its underlying 
boundary conditions in (2.10) first appeared in Ref. [l]. 
The analog of Theorem 2.1 then reads [ 1 ] 
THEOREM 2.3. Let bj E [w\(O), jE E. Then 
(i) (&,u-k2)-1=Gk+ 1 [~~,y(k)],~l(Zlk(.-y~),.)~:k(.-yj), 
j,j’sH 
k2Ep(Eb,r), Im k>O, (2.12) 
where 
?8,y(k)=[-(~jk2)-‘6jj,+Gk(y,-~~)]j,~E+, Imk>O (2.13) 
is a closed operator in 12(Y) with 
Cr,,.(k)l-‘EW(1*(Y)), k’Ep(+), Im k > 0 large enough (2.14) 
and 
G&-y)=(W) 
w.x -~ V). x > y, 
~eik(~~-x),x~y Imk>O. (2.15) > 
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(ii) The domain g(3p,Y) consists of all elements $ of the type 
Ii/(x) =4&J + (ilk) c C~p,y(k)l;’ cUY,~) ~ktv~ - Y,), (2.16) 
j. I’ E L 
where dk E H2~2(lR) and k2 E P(Z~,~), Im k > 0. The decomposition (2.16) is 
unique and with ti E 9( .Z-8,r) of this form we obtain 
(Z:8,r - k*)I1/ = (-A -k’)&. (2.17) 
Finally let II/ E 9(ZP. y) and suppose that \I/ = 0 in an open set Ii E R. Then 
Z”a,r$ = 0 in U. 
Next we turn to an interesting connection between -A,,, (resp. a,.) in 
L*(R) and a certain difference operator in f*(Z). More precisely we have for 
-Ax,Y, 
THEOREM 2.4. Let cli E IR, j E Z, and k* E R, Im k 2 0, k # 
zm(yi - yi ,) ~ ‘, m E Z. Then any solution of 
(-A,., - k2) IC/(k, x) = 0, YE R\Y, (2.18 
with $(k), $‘(k) locally absolutely continuous on R\Y and 
+(k. 4’1 + )=$(k, I’,- L $‘(k, Yj + )-$‘(k, .I’, - )=~~i+(k, .I’,), Jo Z 
(2.19 
satisfies 
sinCk(.h - Yi- ,)I Iclj+ ,(k) +sinCW,+ 1 - Y,)I $j- l(k) 
= {a,k-’ sin[k( yj+, - Yjli)l NW, - yi 111 
+ sinC4y,+L -Y,~,)I) $j(k), (2.20a) 
$,(k) s I(/(k, I;)> jEi2. (2.20b) 
Conversely any solution of (2.20a) defines via 
$(kt XI = Iclj(k) COsCk(x- ,Vj)] 
+ {~,+I(k)-~j(k)COsCk(~~j+, -MY,)]} 
sin[k(x - y,)] 
’ sinCk(y,+, - Y,)l’ 
XE (Yj, Yi+ l), jE z, (2.21) 
a solution of (2.18) with (2.19) being valid. In addition, Il/(k)E Lp(R) implies 
ill/j(k) = Il/(k, Y,)>je h E lp(Z) for p = oc or p= 2. Moreover, exponential 
409;lM I-? 
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growth (resp. decay) of +(k, x) (i.e., c, e*“‘I l$(k, x)1 5 c2e’““, etc.) 
implies that of {tJj(k)}i, z and at the same rate (i.e., c;e”-‘iS I$j(k)l 5 
c;e*6Jj). In the special case where yj+, - yj = a > 0, jE Z, the last two 
statements may be reversed; i.e., { $j(k)}i, z E lp(Z) implies $(k) E Lp(Iw) for 
p = 00 or p = 2 and similarly for the exponential growth (resp. decay) rate. 
The corresponding result for Zb,Y reads 
THEOREM 2.5. Let pi E Iw, j E Z, and k2 E aB, Im k 2 0, k # 
nm(Yj - Yj- I)-‘, m E Z. Then any solution $(k, x) of 
PO., - k2) W, x) = 0, XER\Y (2.22) 
with $(k), $‘(k) locally absolutely continuous on F!\Y and 
$‘(k, Yj + ) = $‘(k, Yi - 1, ti(k> Y, + ) - Il/(k, Yj - ) 
=Pjll/‘(k, Yjh je z (2.23) 
satisfies 
sinCk(yj--Yj-,)I $j++I(k)+sinCk(yj+, -Yj)l $,-l(k) 
= { -ajk sin[k(yj+ 1 -Yj)l sinCk(yj-YjpI) 
+ sinCk(yj+ 1 - Yj- I )I > ?j(k), 
$j(k) z $‘(k, Y,), jE z. 
(2.24a) 
(2.24b) 
Conversely any solution of (2.24a) defines via 
$(k, x) = gj(k)k-’ sin[k(x- y,)] 
+ { -$j+ l(k) + Gj’i(k) cosCk(yj+ 1 - Yj)l) 
CosCk(x- Yj)l 
‘k sin[k(.vj+ 1 - yj)]’ xE(Yj3 Yj+lh 
Jo E (2.25) 
a solution of (2.22) and (2.23). In addition +(k) E Lp(Iw) implies { $j(k) = 
+‘(kv Yj)}je z E If’(Z) for p = co or p = 2. Moreover, exponential growth (resp. 
decay) of +(k, x) implies that of {$,(k)>,, z and at the same rate. In the 
special case where y, + , - yj = a > 0, j E Z, the last two statements may be 
reversed; i.e., { $j(k)}j, z E l”(Z) implies t&k) E Lp([w) for p = 00 or p = 2 and 
similarly for the exponential growth rate. 
Remark 2.6. Equations (2.20) originally were derived in Ref. [12] and 
have been rediscovered in Ref. [ 131. Our presentation of Theorem 2.4 
follows Ref. [ 141. Detailed proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 can be found in 
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Refs. [l, 21. At the exceptional points k, =nm(y, - yjp ,)- ‘, mE.Z’, the 
equivalence between Eqs. (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20) (resp. between (2.22) 
(2.23) and (2.24)) breaks down, in general. These points need a separate 
discussion [ 1, 21. 
Remark 2.7. In the finite center case where only finitely many CY, # 0 
(resp. p, #O) in Eq. (2.2) (resp. Eq. (2.10)) --A,,, (resp. ZD,U) can be 
analyzed completely. In particular, the corresponding eigenvalue and 
scattering problems have been solved explicitly in Refs. [ 1, 21. 
Remark 2.8. The difference equation (2.20a) in the special case where 
)l,+1 -, / v = a > 0 plays a crucial role in modelling a Bloch electron in a 
magnetic field in connection with the de Haas-van Alphen effect and in 
certain systems describing a metal-insulator transition [ 13, 15-181. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE SAXON-HUTNER CONJECTURE 
In order to be able to analyze the spectra of -A,,, and Z, ,, in some 
detail one needs in general additional constraints on the distribution of the 
points yi on the real line. Thus we assume a lattice structure of the type 
Y, = a Z, a > 0. (Since this lattice will be Iixed from now on we consistently 
omit the index Y, in the following.) Under this assumption Eqs. (2.20) and 
(2.24) reduce to 
.r,+ i(k) + .t- l(k) = [4k) + cl,(k)1 ,f,W k$ (da)& (3.1) 
where 
E(k) = 2 cos ka, pj(k) = ‘jk 
’ sinkafor -A,,jeZ 
-bjk sin ka for .Z,j, jE Z, (3.2) 
and 
f,(k)= 2;;; { 
for -A,, jEZ,k2E:[W,Imk~0. 
(3.3) 
J for ED, jEZ,k2ElR,Imk>=0. 
In order to exhibit the usefulness of Eq. (3.1) we consider the simplest case 
where a, = LX (resp. /Ii = /I) is a “stationary” sequence of period one denoted 
by a’ = {a, = a}jc z (resp. by fi’). Then the ansatz 
~(k)=clei8”i+c2e~‘B”‘, Im020 (3.4) 
immediately implies by Eq. (3.1) that 
cos 8a = cos ka + (cr/2k) sin ka, k4 (da)6 (3.5) 
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for the -A.,-model and 
cos Ba = cos ka - @k/2) sin ka, k $ (n/a) Z, (3.6) 
for the Sfll-model. Equation (3.5) represents the well known Kronig- 
Penney relation [4]. Equation (3.6) represents the corresponds analog for 
#-interactions. The energy band spectrum now follows by investigating for 
which k, Im k 20, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) lie in the 
interval [ - 1, 11. More precisely, we get for - d,l , 
THEOREM 3.1. Let c1 E R. Then -A,, has purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum 
a(-AZ~)=a,,(-A.~)= fi [a;,b;], a;<b;Sa;+,, rnEP.4, 
m=l 
o,,(-A,,)=a,(-A,,)=IZI. (3.7) 
(Here oac( .), oSC( .), and o,,( .) denote the absolutely continuous, singularity 
continuous, and point spectrum, respectively). 
For a > 0. 
a; > (m - 1)2 n2/a2, b; = m2z2/a2, m = 1, 2, . . . . (3.8) 
and for a < 0, 
a;<O, b”;= =O, 
1 < >0, , I4 4 > < 4/a, 4
I4 = 414 (3.9) 
a;=(m-1)27r2/a2, m=2,3 ,..., b; < m2n2/a2, m = 1, 2, ,,,. 
Clearly a;, b;, m E N are continuous with respect to a E R. As m + 00 the 
length of the m th gap a; + , - b; (resp. the width of the mth band b; -a:) 
asymptotically fulfills 
azl+, -b:, ,f, 2 Ial a-’ + 0(m-‘), 
(3.10) 
6:,--a; m ,=, 2mn2/a2 + 0( 1 ), aE R. 
For a E R\(O), -A,] has intinitely many gaps in its spectrum. Due to the 
nondegeneracy of the eigenvalues of the corresponding reduced problem 
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actually all “possible” gaps occur. Finally we note a strict monotonicity of 
r~( - d,~) with respect to a, 
a( - A,[) c a( -A,,!), 0 y$ a’ -c a, 
{u(-d.1)n co, m,} = {a(-d.+ II07 m,:, 
(3.11) 
a’ < a 5 0. 
For a detailed proof of Theorem 3.1 based on the machinery of direct 
integral decompositions [ 191 see Ref. [2]. The corresponding result for E,,I 
reads 
THEOREM 3.2. Let BE R. Then ZbI has purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum 
% 
111 = I 
o,,(qrl) = cJ,(E,j’) = Qr. 
For /I > 0 we have 
ii” = (m - 1)” x2/a’ ,?, acz < m2dJa2, m= 
and for j > 0, 
1, 2, . . . . ( 3.13) 
iif<O, 2’: = 
i 
=O, IPI Sa 
>O, IPI >a’ 
i;+ 
i 
CO, IPI <a 
0, IBlZa’ 
(3.14) 
Zt, > (m - 2)’ x’Ja2, i;fl,=(m-1)2n2Ja2, m=2,3 ,.... 
Obviously iit, @,, m E N, are continuous with respect o ,!I E [w. As m -+ CC 
the length of the mth gap fii+ , - 8i (resp. the width of the mth band 
I$, - 58) asymptotically fulfills 
3, t I - @, = 2m7r2/a2 + 0( 1 ), m - x 
(3.15) 
p - ;a 
n’ m”,,=% (8JaISl)-(8/agm)+o(m-2), PER\(O). 
For /IE rW\{O}, 5,, has infinitely many gaps in its spectrum. Due to the 
nondegeneracy of the eigenvalues of the corresponding reduced problem 
for fl# -a, all “possible” gaps in (r( Z-,1) occur in this case. For fl= -a the 
first gap closes at zero, all other possible gaps are open. Finally we mention 
strict monotonicity of ~(3~1) with respect to b, 
a(3p) c a(Zp), 0 5 P’ < P, 
u(~~I)~(.?~.L), -cc Qk/?s -a. 
For a complete proof of Theorem 3.2 cf. Refs. [ 1, 21. 
(3.16) 
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Having described the simplest cases in some detail we now turn to a 
more complex structure. Let yp denote a sequence of real numbers of 
period p E N, 
Y”={YP)j~B) yfyip~jEIw, OsjSp-1, yi9,,=yip, jEZ. (3.17) 
Next we choose aj = Pi = r,?, jc Z, in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.10) and try to solve 
the eigenvalue problem associated with -A,, and +. We remark that the 
corresponding problem for -A,, has been studied in detail in Ref. [20]. 
Due to the unifying treatment in Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) we can utilize the same 
methods for ,ZYP. Define 
F,(k) = f,(k) 
( 1 fj-l(k) ’ 
k2 E R, Im k 2 0, k .$ (?t/a)Z; 
then by inspection Eqs. (3.1 k( 3.3) are equivalent to 
M,(k) F,(k) = F,+ l(k), 
where 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
M,(k)= E(k) + PjLj(k) - 1 > 1 0 . 
(3.20) 
Since det M,(k) = 1, je Z, nyrd M,(k) has eigenvalues A4, 1;’ E C. Taking 
q=p in Eq. (3.21), Bloch’s theorem, i.e., 
F,(k) = eip6”Fo(k) (3.22) 
shows that I, = eipep if k2 lies in the spectrum of - AyP (resp. SYP). Thus 
cos pf3a = 2-l Tr [I!: M,(k)], k$ (n/a)h. (3.23) 
The energy bands for -A,, (resp. &) are now obtained by checking for 
which k, Im k 2 0, the right-hand side of Eq. (3.23) lies in the interval 
[ - 1, 11. We emphasize that n$‘&i M,(k) can be computed recursively as 
shown in Ref. [20]. In particular, the density of states for both types of 
models is given by the simple expression 
where E = k2 lies in the interior of the spectum of -A,, (resp. &). 
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Next we turn to our main topic and present a generalization of the 
Saxon-Hutner conjecture [33 concerning gaps in “binary alloys” described 
in terms of a-interactions. More precisely we prove that the operator 
-A + xjE z yi 6(x - aj) (yJ bounded) has a gap (c, d) in its spectrum 
whenever (c, d) lies in a common gap of the operators -A,, = 
-A + a x,E L 6(x - aj) for c( = yj, where j runs through Z. Simultaneously 
we prove the analogous result for the #-interaction. 
In a first step we prove the Saxon-Hutner conjecture for periodic poten- 
tials. Let p(A) = @\o(A) denote the resolvent set of a self-adjoint operator 
A. Then we have 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) Define 
PN = i; P(-A,;), NE N, (3.25) 
n=l 
to be the intersection of all spectral gaps of the pure Kronig-Penney crystals 
with fixed coupling constant y,. Suppose r= (rj>JG + is a periodic sequence 
of real numbers with rj E { y 1, .,., y N}, j E Z, of period p E N. Then 
PN CP(-A.), (3.26) 
i.e., common spectral gaps of all pure crystals described by - AY;, n = 1, . . . . N 
remain spectral gaps for all “substitutional” alloys represented by -A,. 
(ii) The analogous result holds with -A?;, -A, replaced by IT,;, .Z,-. 
More precisely, let 
Then 
PN = ; P(q), NE N. (3.27) 
?I=1 
/1N = @f-). (3.28) 
Proof According to Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) (3.2), and (3.23) we only have to 
show that for a fixed k, Im k _2 0, 
b(k) + PO(Y~> k)l ’ 2 for all n = 1, . . . . N, (3.29) 
implies 
(3.30) 
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where (cf. Eq. (3.2)) 
for the b-model, j E Z, 
for the $-model, j E Z. 
Define matrices 
Map bi, cj) = 
Uj + Cj -bj 
b, 
I - aj + cj ’ 
M(aj, bj)=M(aj, bj, O), aj > Ibjl, cj LO, jh0 
then a straightforward induction argument shows that 
2: 
for q odd, 
for q even. 
Now introduce 
fq+l(CO, Cl, . . . . cy) = Tr 1 
and note that 
&/+l(co~ ..‘P cq) 
J 
=fq(CO, ...) Cj-1, Cj+l% ...) C,), qz 1. 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Thus 
~+I(coY..~ G/J= s cod+,,,(r, Cl  . .) cq) 0 
+f,+1&4 Cl, **-9 cq) 
= cofq(c, 3 . . . . cq)+fq+1(0~0, cz, ..*, cq) 
+J-; ~&,,,(O, 6 c2, *a., cq) 
= cof&, 7 ..*9 cq) + fq+ ,a .**, 0) 
+ Cl fq(O, c2, . . . . cq) + c2 fq(O, 0, c3, *a., cq) 
+ ... + cqfq(O, . ..) 0). (3.36) 
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Iterating this procedure observing Eq. (3.33) (i.e., f,(O, . . . . 0) 2 0 for all 
q E IYJ ) tinally yields 
fq + I(COT ...? c,)Z Tr M(a,, b,, c,)=2 fi Cj. (3.37 
j = 0 
Taking a, = cj, q = p - 1, j = 0, . . . . p - 1, identifying 
aj = Cj = (E(k) + Po(Yn, k)l/2 >.I, 
bj =sgn[E(k) +Po(y;t, k)l, 
(3.38 
inequality (3.37) implies (3.30). 1 
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.3 for N = 2 (i.e., for “binary alloys”) has been 
conjectured in Ref. [3] and was first proved in Ref. [21] (for related 
material see also Ref. [22]). Generalizations to N > 2 under additional 
restrictions on the coupling constants (i.e., all yn 2 0 or y, 5 0, n = 1, . . . . N) 
appeared in Ref. [23]. To the best of our knowledge the above version (i ) 
and in particular (ii) are new. Related although not equivalent results on 
spectral gaps in alloys appeared in Refs. [.24-27-J. For generalizations in 
certain three-dimensional problems see Refs. [S, 7, 28, 29, 301. Relativistic 
models are discussed in Refs. [31, 321. 
Remark 3.5. For .the validity (resp. violation) of the Saxon-Hutner 
conjecture for ordinary potentials (i.e., not necessary 6-, or 6’-interactions) 
we refer to Refs. [7, 26, 33-351. For the impossibility of the so-called 
reversed Saxon-Hutner conjecture see Refs. [36, 373. 
Now we extend the above result to arbitrary (not necessarily periodic) 
potentials by an easy argument. 
THTSOREM 3.6. Let a = { aj}jc z be a bounded sequence of real numbers. 
6) rf (c, 4 c nVea d--d,4 then k 4 c A -4). 
(ii) If(cy4cngea p(.Z,l) then. (c, d) c p(E3”,). 
Proof: It suffices to prove (ii) since (i) follows along somewhat simpler 
arguments. We define periodic sequences a(“‘) by setting 
a!m) = / a .I ’ I.il 5 m (3.39) 
and extending periodically. Thus a (m) has period 2m + 1. We claim that 
F Y&n, - EN m-m (3.40) 
in the sence of strong resolvent convergence. Assuming the validity of 
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(3.40) for a moment we infer that any open interval (c, d) with (c, d) n 
a(Z-,,,,) = a satisfies (c, d) n g(Zz) = 0 since the spectrum cannot suddenly 
expand under strong resolvent convergence (see Ref. [38, Theorem 
VIII.241). By Theorem 3.3 (c, d) n a(.Z?-,l ) = @ for all y E CI implies (c, d) n 
~(Z-,M) = 0 since CC(~) . IS periodic. By the above argument we conclude 
(c, d) n a(E,) = 0. It remains to prove (3.40). Take q5 E .@,(ZJ = 
(gc g(Z,J(supp g is compact}. If m is large enough we have supp 4 c 
(-m,m). Thus #~g( .ZEfrn)). Set $J k = (2, + i)4 = (&,M, f i)& Then 
C(G It??) + i) - ’ -(S, *~)-‘I$* 
= ( &cm, f i) ~ ’ ( (ZM - Z&o)(Ea * i) - ’ 9 f 
= ( E@, * i) - ’ (E, - 3&,)qs = 0. (3.41) 
Since gO(E,) is a core for Z,, the sets {$, EL’(IW)~$+ =(3, ki)4, 
4 E sO(EE)} are dense in L’(R) implying (3.40). (The above argument is 
modelled after Ref. [38, Theorem VIII.251.) 1 
Remark 3.7. Although stated in the context of random operators 
Theorem 3.6(i) was essentially proven under the restriction a, 2 0 (or 
a, s 0) in Refs. [S, 71 (cf. also Ref. [28]). A result essentially implying (i) 
was also given in Ref. [39]. Part (ii) is new. 
4. RANDOM 6- AND b'-INTERACTIONS 
In this section we use the above results to investigate Schrodinger 
operators with random 6- and &-interactions. Let q = {qj}jc z be an 
ergodic (i.e., metrically transitive) stochastic process. Thus there is a 
probability space (Q, 8, P) with measure preserving ergodic transfor- 
mations T, = (T)j such that 
qi(T,W) = qj- ,(a), j, 1EZ. (4.1) 
Furthermore, we assume that for some c > 0 
Iqj(0)l 5 c forall jEH, oEQ. 
We introduce 
H, = --A,, E -g+ ,C q,(w) 6(x--ja) 
JE+ 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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and 
IT?,,> = Eq s --$+ 1 q,wm-j4, 
jeh 
(4.4) 
where the right-hand sides in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are just a shorthand 
notation for Eqs. (2.2) and (2.10). With 
wjd)(4=~(x-j4, 4EL2(R) (4.5) 
it is easy to see that 
H T,ru = lJ,ff,, u- 1, I R,,r> = ujnw u,~ ‘2 jf;Z. (4.6 1 
We start with 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) There are closed sets Z, C,,, C,,, C,, c R such that 
P-as., 
P-as., 
P-as., 
P-a.s., 
P-a.s. 
(ii) There are closed sets 2, f,,, f,,, E‘pp c R such that 
LT=a(A,,) P-a.s., 
L = T3c(R,,) P-as., 
&c = %cvL) P-a.s., 
c,, = ~,p(&) P-as., 
RdLJ) = 0 P-a.s. 
(4.7 1 
(4.8 1 
We remark that O&A) denotes the closure of the set of eigenvalues of A 
whereas a,(A) represents the discrete spectrum of A. 
Proof: Because of Eq. (4.6) we can apply Theorems 1 and 2 in Ref. [6]. 
The only point we have to check is the weak measurability of the resolvents 
of H,, and g7,. Again it s&ices to prove (ii) ((i) can be found in Ref. [7]). 
We intend to prove that the mapping 
~-($k(fi,,+~2)-‘d) (4.9) 
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is measurable for K > 0 large enough and all 4 E L’(R). By (2.12) we know 
that 
x 1 Iw dx’ G,,(x - j’a) 4(x’), (4.10) 
where 
A rA(U)= {jEZlqj(U)#O) (4.11) 
and r:,(irc) is the closed operator in f2(Z) with matrix elements 
[FcD(ik-)]i, = [qj(U)K2]-' d,y + GiK(ja-j’a), j, j'~ A. (4.12) 
In the proof of Theorem 3.6 we showed that the resolvent of Za can be 
strongly approximated by the resolvents of the periodic operators Em(~). 
Consequently it s&ices to prove the measurability of (sq(-, + K~)- '. The 
corresponding 12(Z)-operator Fz)( in) is bounded and weakly measurable. 
Since 0 E p(rlT)(i~)) by Theorem 2.3 for K > 0 large enough, it follows from 
Ref. [7] that [Fr)(i~)]-’ is weakly measurable. Thus (Eqlm) + K')-' is 
weakly measurable and so is its strong limit (Eq + rc’)-‘. l 
Denote by C the support of the distribution P,, of q. which we assume to 
be compact. Without loss of generality we may assume that Q = C’. Thus 
52 carries the product topology which makes it a compact topological 
space. Let us denote by Q, the support (in the product topology) of the 
measure P. Under the mere assumption of ergodicity Sz, may be much 
smaller than D (e.g., if (qjjjE L is almost periodic). 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) For any o E C&, we have a(H,) c .Z. 
(ii) For any w E QO we have a(A,) c f. 
Remark 4.3. A version of this theorem for a large class of potentials 
was proved in Refs. [S, 71 and independently in Ref. [40]. These results 
were extended in Ref. [41]. Part (ii) above is not covered by these results. 
ProoJ: Again we only prove (ii). Suppose nEa(i7,). Since 
o E Q, = supp P any open neighbourhood B of o in 52 has positive 
probability P(0). Take E > 0. By Weyl’s criterion there exists a function 
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4 E 9( A,) with K = supp 4 compact and \\(A, - ,I)$/ < c/2. Take NE N so 
large that Kk ( -N, N) and set 
Q: = {{~j>,EZ ~C”(JA~-e1,)<~/2(2N+l)forallJj~~N}. (4.13) 
UK is an open neighbourhood of o in the product topology on C’. Thus 
P( ~9~) > 0. For ,U E 0& let 
(4.14) 
We claim: For E small enough and p E C!JE there exists a function Ic/ E 9&(fi,,) 
with [I$ I( 2 4 and (1 (fir, - A)tjII < E. Postponing the proof of this fact to 
Lemma 4.4 we now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let 
d8 = { {Aj]jtZ E C’lthere is a j, such that {jbj+ ,O)jE z E CVEl. (4.15) 
de is obviously translation invariant. Since it contains oE, a set of positive 
measure, we conclude P(&) = 1. Moreover, for any p E I$ there is a 
x,, E~(AJ with IIJJ~II 2 4 and II(A, -A)x,, // <E since L(E & is merely 
a translate of a CL* E Co,. Setting s”i = n,,, N I!&~ we have P(a) = 1 and 
for any GE iz there is a sequence fn E 9(fi,) with j/f, )I 2 f and 
II@, -nILIll -‘n+mz 0. Hence R E (~(p,>). Since d has full measure we 
conclude I. E ,!? as desired. 1 
It remains to show 
LEMMA 4.4. For E small enough and p E UC there exists a function 
$E~JH,) with 11t+b\l 24 and jl(fi,, --,?)$I\ CE. 
Proof. We have II(Z?,, - k)dl\ < c/2. Since 4 E 9(fi,) we know that 
$‘(ja + ) = qY(ju - ), @(ja + ) - &ju - ) = wj4’(ju). (4.16) 
Moreover, 4(x) = 0 for [xl> N. Let 
XE CcF(~\{Oj)t O~x~l, x(x)= ;> L 
0 c x =c a/3, 
x > a/2, x < 0, 
(4.17) 
and define 
Il/(X)=d(X)+ f ~'(j")(llj-wj)X(x--u). (4.18) 
,=-N 
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Then clearly I+G E g,,(B,). Moreover, 
l7),* = fl&i4 - i ~'(ju)(pj -q) f(x - ju) (4.19) 
j= --N 
and thus 
So far we have assumed merely ergodicity of the process qj(o). As 
mentioned above the support 52, of P can be very small under this 
assumption. Now we suppose that ,52,, is large. 
ASSUMPTION A. 8, = supp P = 0 = C”. 
This hypothesis is satisfied, e.g., if the qj are independently identically 
distributed. Another example is provided by a stationary Markov process 
with transition function p(x, &) > 0 for all x E C and all open d in C. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose Assumption A. Then 
0) c= u O(4,l). (4.21) 
YEC 
(ii) #r= u a(q). (4.22) 
YGC 
(Recall that C= supp P,, PO the distribution of qw) 
ProoJ By Theorem 4.1, 
u rq,I) c c. (4.23) 
Yet 
Conversely there is a sequence p E C” such that 2 = o(ZP) (this is even 
true for P- almost any p). By Theorem 3.6 we know that if (c, d) n 
U ,,ca(Z,~)=@ th en also (c, d) n a(Z,) = QI. Thus 
cc u a(q). (4.24) 
YEC 
We claim that 
2, E u a(q-,l) (4.25) 
YEC 
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is closed. By Theorem 3.2 we have 
Thus 
(4.26) 
for some y ~, y + E C by the compactness of C and the continuity of ii;, i;K 
with respect o y E [w. Suppose the sequence (x,},, N c .G& converges. Then 
x0 = lim,, _ II; x, E [ii~-, %g ] and x, E [irYn;, h;] for some yn. By the com- 
pactness of C, y,, has a convergent subsequence yk with y0 = lim, _ x y; E C. 
From ii’,” 5 x,, 5 82 we get by continuity ii2 $ x0 5 gz and hence x0 E G&,. 
Moreover, we have (cf. Theorem 3.2) 
(m - 1)’ z*/a’ 5 ii; < i;k s m2z2/a2 for y >O, m = 1, 2, . . . . (4.28) 
and 
(m - 2)2 n2/a2 5 5; < 5: 5 (m - l)* x*/a’ for y < 0, m = 2, 3, . . . . (4.29) 
8.; d 0,~ < 0. Thus Co = U,“= , J&, is closed. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose Assumption A. Then 
(4.30) 
where a,,, < 6, ia,,,, , and a,,,, 6, + co as m + CC (cf Eqs. (4.28) and 
(4.29)). The corresponding result holds for 2. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose Assumption A. If’ supp P, c [0, a) introduce 
Ymin = inf(supp PO). Then 
(9 ~=4-QJ (4.31) 
(ii) c = c@.)J. (4.32) 
Proof Equation (4.31) is a result of Refs. [S, 71. Equation (4.32) 
follows from Eq. (3.16). R 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose Assumption A. Then C and 2 have infinitely 
many open gaps unless 0 E supp P, in which case at most finitely many gaps 
occur which are all negative. 
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There follow more results of this genre from Theorem 4.5 by inspecting 
the precise description of B( -A,,) and ~(5~1) in Refs. [ 1, 23 for special 
values of y. 
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